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The need
With the PLENTICORE plus hybrid inverter, KOSTAL Solar 
Electric offers an all-in-one hybrid inverter which is the 
perfect solution for every application. This smart device allows 
the consumer to charge a battery directly from a photovoltaic 
system or other AC power source. The new PLENTICORE BI 
serves as a pure battery inverter and is ideal for retrofitting 
storage capacity to existing PV systems. For KOSTAL, the end 
consumer is the primary focus and any solution will need to be 
adaptable to their requirements. 

More flexibility - that is what we offer our 
customers with the combination of our all-in-
one PLENTICORE hybrid & battery inverters 
and Nilar’s high quality battery solutions.
- Frank Henn 
Vice President KOSTAL Solar Electric GmbH

About Nilar
Nilar is the leading manufacturer of advanced Hydride® batteries 
(NiMH) for energy storage. Our modular, low lifetime cost solutions 
offer unique safety benefits and are environmentally-friendly, making 
them ideal for use in private households, commercial properties 
and industrial plants.With 
production based on 100 
percent renewable energy 
at the manufacturing 
plant in Sweden, Nilar is 
revolutionizing energy and 
power supply technology, and 
is taking automated battery 
production to the next level.
Read more at: www.nilar.com

About Kostal 
KOSTAL Solar Electric is a leading supplier 
of innovative solar inverters and storage 
solutions for private and small commercial 
PV systems. As a solution provider for smart 
energy generation and its use, the Germany-
based company works closely with various 
partners, e.g. from the smart home and 
e-mobility sectors. The experience of the 
KOSTAL Group, with more than 100 years as 
an automotive supplier, is of great benefit 
here. 
Read more at: www.kostal-solar-electric.com 

The solution
KOSTAL tests various battery manufacturers and qualifies them 
for its hybrid and battery inverters in order to offer consumers 
a complete package. Nilar and KOSTAL saw the perfect match 
when pairing the PLENTICORE series with the Nilar Hydride® 
battery as an alternative to lithium-ion technology. 
 
This cooperation of European companies led to a partnership 
being formalized. Adding this pair of inverter and battery to a 
consumer’s system will allow the use of more green renewable 
solar power.  Transport, storage and safety can be achieved 
without extra precautions thanks to the use of NiMH chemistry. 

The goal is to balance the amount of energy available. This 
means storing the energy when inexpensive or when the sun 
produces more than needed and then using it when power 
demands are the highest. The Nilar/KOSTAL system is powered 
by Nilar Hydride® batteries and is the optimal choice for the 
modern household looking for a safe and environmentally 
friendly energy storage solution.
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The desired energy solution for small to medium households


